We establish a more precise description of those surjective or bijective continuous linear operators preserving orthogonality between C˚-algebras. The new description is applied to determine all uniformly continuous oneparameter semigroups of orthogonality preserving operators on an arbitrary C˚-algebra. We prove that given a family tTt : t P R0 u of orthogonality preserving bounded linear bijections on a general C˚-algebra A with T 0 " Id, if for each t ě 0, we set ht " T˚t p1q and we write rt for the range partial isometry of ht in A˚˚, and St stands for the triple isomorphism on A associated with Tt satisfying ht Stpxq " Stpx˚q˚ht, htStpx˚q˚" Stpxqht , htrt Stpxq " Stpxqrt ht, and
Introduction
Let us address a typical problem on "preservers". Suppose R is a relation between elements in any C˚-algebra, which is defined by the C˚-structure. A (linear) mapping T from a C˚-algebra A into a C˚-algebra B preserves the relation R if aRb in A implies T paqRT pbq in B. We say that T is bi-R-preserving if aRb in A is equivalent to T paqRT pbq in B. A very special protagonism is played by the relations "being orthogonal" and "being disjoint". Elements a, b in a C˚-algebra A are orthogonal (denoted by a K b) if ab˚" b˚a " 0. We say that a and b are disjoint or have zero product if ab " 0. These particular relations give rise to the notions of linear (bi-)orthogonality preserving and linear (bi-)separating maps between C˚-algebras. These classes of maps have been intensively studied in recent years.
In the setting of commutative C˚-algebras, elements are orthogonal if and only if they are disjoint. W. Arendt discovered in [4] that every bounded linear operator preserving orthogonality between CpKq-spaces bust be a weighted composition operator. K. Jarosz determined all (non-necessarily continuous) linear maps preserving orthogonality between CpKq-spaces in [39] . One of the result in the just quoted reference shows that every linear bijection preserving orthogonality between CpKq-spaces is automatically continuous and biorthogonality preserving. Jarosz' result gave way to a fruitful research line on automatic continuity of bi-separating or biorthogonality preserving linear maps. For example, every zero-products preserving linear bijection from a properly infinite von Neumann algebra into a unital ring is automatically continuous [22, Theorem 4.2] . Each linear bijection which preserves zero-products in both directions between standard subalgebras of BpXq spaces (where X is a general Banach space) is automatically continuous and a multiple of an algebra isomorphism [3, Theorem 1]. J. Araujo and K. Jarosz conjectured in the just quoted reference that every linear bijection between C˚-algebras preserving zero products in both directions must be automatically continuous. We can find several attempts to prove this conjecture in the literature. The most significant result in [17] proves that every biorthogonality preserving linear surjection between two von Neumann algebras is automatically continuous. The same conclusion holds in other interesting cases, for example for the algebra of compact operators, but the problem remains open for general C˚-algebras. In [18] we can find an extension of this result in the setting of weakly compact JB˚-triples and atomic JBW˚-triples.
Let N be a von Neumann algebra equipped with a normal semi-finite faithful trace τ and, for any 1 ď p ď 8, let L p pN, τ q denote the associated noncommutative L p pτ q-space. T. Oikhberg and the second author of this note proved in [50] that if N is a semi-finite factor not of type I 2 , 1 ď p ă 8, every linear transformation T from L p pN, τ q into a Banach space X which is orthogonality-to-p-orthogonality preserving must be necessarily continuous, and if T ‰ 0, then it is also invertible. It is further established that if N is not a factor, but a separably acting von Neumann algebra, every bijective orthogonality-to-p-orthogonality preserving linear mapping T : L p pN, τ q Ñ X is automatically continuous.
More results on automatic continuity of bi-separating and biorthogonality preserving linear maps are pursued, for example, in [2, 14, 19, 46, 47, 49, 60, 63, 64] . More recently, J.-H. Liu, C.-Y. Chou, C.-J. Liao and N.-C. Wong study bijective linear maps preserving either zero products or range orthogonality between AW˚algebras [48] . These maps are shown to be automatically continuous and related to algebra (˚-)isomorphisms.
Continuous and symmetric linear operators from a unital C˚-algebra into another C˚-algebra were completely determined by M. Wolff in [62] . M. Burgos, F.J. Fernández-Polo, J. Martínez and the authors of this note showed in [15] how the study of bounded linear (non-necessarily symmetric) operators between general C˚algebras can benefit from both the language and the techniques of JB˚-theory (see subsection 1.1 below for detailed definitions). Building upon the natural structure of JB˚-triple underlying each C˚-algebra, the description of all bounded linear maps preserving orthogonality between C˚-algebras can be summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. [15, Theorem 17 and Corollary 18] Let T : A Ñ B be an operator between two C*-algebras. For h " T˚˚p1q and r " rphq the range partial isometry of h in B˚˚the following assertions are equivalent: paq T is orthogonality preserving; pbq There exists a triple homomorphism S : A Ñ B˚˚satisfying h˚Spzq " Spz˚q˚h, hSpz˚q˚" Spzqh˚(and consequently r˚Spzq " Spz˚q˚r, Spz˚q˚" Spzqr˚) and
(1) T pzq " 1 2 phr˚Spzq`Spzqr˚hq " hr˚Spzq " Spzqr˚h, for all z P A; pcq T preserves zero-triple-products, i.e. ta, b, cu " 0 ñ tT paq, T pbq, T pcqu " 0.
It is further known that under any of the equivalent statements T pAq and SpAq are contained in B˚2 prphqq.
An extension of this result to the setting of orthogonality preserving bounded linear operators from a JB˚-algebra into a JB˚-triple was obtained in [16] .
Mathematicians have pursued results guaranteeing the automatic continuity of those linear bijections preserving orthogonality or zero products in both directions between C˚-algebras. However, despite of the abundant literature on orthogonality preserving bounded linear operators, there is no an optimal description of those surjective or bijective bounded linear operators preserving orthogonality. This paper is aimed to fill this gap, and to apply a concrete description of those maps to determine the uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroups of orthogonality preserving bounded linear operators on a general C˚-algebra. Section 2 is devoted to throw new light on those bounded and orthogonality preserving linear operators between C˚-algebras which are also assumed to be surjective or bijective. By assuming the extra hypothesis of being surjective the conclusion in Theorem 1.1 can be sharpened. More concretely, suppose T : A Ñ B is a bounded linear operator between C˚-algebras. Let h " T˚˚p1q and let r denote the range partial isometry of h in B˚˚. In Theorem 2.8 we prove that the following statements are equivalent: paq T is surjective and orthogonality preserving; pbq The elements h and r belong to the multipliers algebra of B with h invertible and r unitary and there exists a surjective triple homomorphism S from A into B satisfying h˚Spxq " Spx˚q˚h, hSpx˚q˚" Spxqh˚, hr˚Spxq " Spxqr˚h, and T pxq " hr˚Spxq " Spxqr˚h, for all x P A; pcq The elements h and r belong to the multipliers algebra of B with h invertible and r unitary and there exist another C˚-algebra structure on B, pB, ‚ r ,˚rq, and a surjective Jordan˚-homomorphism S : A Ñ pB, ‚ r ,˚rq such that h lies in the center of pB˚˚, ‚ r ,˚rq and T pxq " hr˚Spxq " Spxqr˚h, for all x P A;
pdq kerpT q is a norm closed ideal of A and the quotient map p T : A{ kerpT q Ñ B is (continuous) surjective and orthogonality preserving; In Corollary 2.9 and Remark 2.10 we show that if T : A Ñ B is a bijective bounded linear operator between C˚-algebras, then the following statements are equivalent:
piq T is orthogonality preserving; piiq T is orthogonality preserving on A sa ; piiiq T is orthogonality preserving on A`; pivq T is biorthogonality preserving; pvq T is biorthogonality preserving on A sa ; pviq T is biorthogonality preserving on A`; pviiq T preserves zero-triple-products, i.e. ta, b, cu " 0 ñ tT paq, T pbq, T pcqu " 0;
pviiiq T preserves zero-triple-products in both directions, i.e. ta, b, cu " 0 ô tT paq, T pbq, T pcqu " 0; M. Wolff found in [62, Theorem 2.6] a detailed description of all uniformly continuous one-parametric semigroups of symmetric orthogonality preserving bounded operators on an arbitrary unital C˚-algebra (detailed definitions can be found in section 3). We shall establish different generalizations of Wolff's theorem in several directions in the third section of this paper.
Our conclusion on uniformly continuous one-parametric semigroups of (nonnecessarily symmetric) orthogonality preserving bounded operators (see Theorem 3.4) affirms that given a family tT t : t P R0 u of orthogonality preserving bounded linear bijections on a general C˚-algebra A with T 0 " Id, if for each t ě 0, we set h t " T˚t p1q and we write r t for the range partial isometry of h t in A˚˚and, by virtue of Corollary 2.9, S t stands for the triple isomorphism on A associated with T t satisfying ht S t pxq " S t px˚q˚h t , h t S t px˚q˚" S t pxqht , h t rt S t pxq " S t pxqrt h t , and T t pxq " h t rt S t pxq " S t pxqrt h t , for all x P A, the following statements are equivalent: paq tT t : t P R0 u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of orthogonality preserving operators on A; pbq tS t : t P R0 u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of surjective linear isometries (i.e. triple isomorphisms) on A (and hence there exists a triple derivation δ on A such that S t " e tδ for all t P R), the mapping t Þ Ñ h t is continuous at zero, and the identity h t`s " h t rt S˚t ph s q, holds for all s, t P R.
A generalization of Wolff's theorem [62, Theorem 2.6] for non-unital C˚-algebras is established in Corollary 3.5, in this particular case the sets tr t : t P Ru and th t : t P Ru are one-parametric groups in the center of the multipliers algebra M pAq of A. However, we shall show in Remark 3.6 that in the general setting the sets tr t : t P R0 u and th t : t P R0 u need not be one-parametric semigroups.
Following the style settled in celebrated antecedents, like that by B. Aupetit in [5] , after dealing with C˚-algebras, we shall explore similar problems in the context of JB˚-algebras. The class of bounded linear operators from a JB˚-algebra into a JB˚-triple preserving orthogonality was completely determined in [16, Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2] . In section 4 we consider two important subclasses given by those operators in the class above which are surjective (see Proposition 4.8) or bijective (see Corollary 4.9) . Despite the techniques in the Jordan setting are quite different, and will require the development of a very special machinery, we shall prove in Corollary 4.9 that a similar conclusion to that obtained for C˚-algebras holds in the Jordan setting. More precisely, let T : A Ñ E be a bijective bounded linear operator from a JB˚-algebra to a JB˚-triple. Let h " T˚˚p1q P E˚˚and let r denote the range tripotent of h in E˚˚. Then the following statements are equivalent: paq T is orthogonality preserving; pbq The elements h and r belong to the triple multipliers of E with h invertible and r unitary and there exists a structure of JB˚-algebra, pE,˝r,˚rq, on E and a Jordan˚-isomorphism S : A Ñ pE,˝r,˚rq such that h lies in the center of pE˚˚,˝r,˚rq, and T pxq " h˝r phq Spxq, for every x P A; pcq T is biorthogonality preserving; pdq T is orthogonality preserving on A sa ; peq T is orthogonality preserving on A`; pf q T preserves zero-triple-products, i.e. ta, b, cu " 0 ñ tT paq, T pbq, T pcqu " 0;
pgq T preserves zero-triple-products in both directions, i.e. ta, b, cu " 0 ô tT paq, T pbq, T pcqu " 0.
In section 5 we study uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroups of orthogonality preserving operators on a JB˚-algebra. Let us comment that if r is a unitary element in a JB˚-algebra A, the Jordan product and involution on A given by a˝r b " ta, r, bu " pa˝r˚q˝b`pb˝r˚q˝a´pa˝bq˝r˚, and a˚r " tr, a, ru " 2pr˝a˚q˝r´r 2˝a˚, (@a, b P A) define a new structure of JB˚-algebra on A with respect to the original norm. The element r is the unit of the JB˚-algebra pA,˝r,˚rq. Suppose tT t : t P R0 u is a family of orthogonality preserving bounded linear bijections on a JB˚-algebra A with T 0 " Id. For each t ě 0 let h t " T˚t p1q, let r t be the unitary element in A˚˚given by the range tripotent of h t in A˚˚and, by virtue of Corollary 4.9, let S t : A Ñ pA,˝r t ,˚r t q be the Jordan˚-isomorphism satisfying that h t lies in the center of the JB˚-algebra pA˚˚,˝r t ,˚r t q, and T t pxq " h t˝rt S t pxq, for every x P A, then the following are equivalent: paq tT t : t P R0 u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of orthogonality preserving operators on A; pbq tS t : t P R0 u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of surjective linear isometries (i.e. triple isomorphisms) on A (and hence there exists a triple derivation δ on A such that S t " e tδ for all t P R), the mapping t Þ Ñ h t is continuous at zero, and the identity h t`s " h t˝rt S˚t ph s q " th t , r t , S˚t ph s qu, holds for all s, t P R (cf. Theorem 5.3).
Notation and definitions.
As we commented in the introduction, the study of (non-necessarily symmetric) bounded linear operators preserving orthogonality between general C˚-algebras is more accesible if each C˚-algebra A is regarded with its natural structure of JB˚triple determined by the following triple product (2) tx, y, zu :" 1 2 pxy˚z`zy˚xq, px, y, z P Aq.
There are undoubted motivations coming from holomorphic theory on general complex Banach spaces to be attracted by the notion of JB˚-triple (see, for example, [33, 43] ). Some other problems on functional analysis, like the contractive projection problem (cf. [57, 44, 30] ), also lead to the concept of JB˚-triple. For the sake of brevity, we shall simply recall that a JB˚-triple is a complex Banach space E admitting a continuous triple product t., ., .u : EˆEˆE Ñ E, which is conjugate linear in the central variable and symmetric and bilinear in the outer variables satisfying: (a) (Jordan identity) Lpa, bqLpx, yq " Lpx, yqLpa, bq`LpLpa, bqx, yq´Lpx, Lpb, aqyq, for all a, b, x, y P E, where Lpa, bq is the linear operator on E defined by Lpa, bqx " ta, b, xu ; (b) For each a P E, Lpa, aq is a hermitian operator with non-negative spectrum; (c) }ta, a, au} " }a} 3 for all a P E.
Every C˚-algebra is a JB˚-triple with its original norm and the product in (2) (see [20, Fact 4.1.41] ).
A triple homomorphism between JB˚-triples E and F is a linear mapping T :
A JBW˚-triple is a JB˚-triple which is also a dual Banach space. The bidual of every JB˚-triple is a JBW˚-triple [25] . The alter ego of Sakai's theorem asserts that every JBW˚-triple admits a unique (isometric) predual and its product is separately weak˚continuous [8] (see also [21, Theorems 5.7.20 and 5.7.38] ).
A real or complex Jordan algebra is a non-necessarily associative algebra B over R or C whose product (denoted by˝) is commutative and satisfies the so-called Jordan identity: px˝yq˝x 2 " x˝py˝x 2 q. Given an element a P B the symbol U a will stand for the linear mapping on B defined by U a pbq :" 2pa˝bq˝a´a 2˝b . A Jordan Banach algebra B is a Jordan algebra equipped with a complete norm satisfying }a˝b} ď }a}¨}b} for all a, b P B. A JB˚-algebra is a complex Jordan Banach algebra B equipped with an algebra involution˚satisfying }U a pa˚q} " }a} 3 , a P B. Each JB˚-algebra is a JB˚-triple with the same norm and the next triple product (3) tx, y, zu " px˝y˚q˝z`pz˝y˚q˝x´px˝zq˝y( see [20, Theorem 4.1.45] ). A JB-algebra is a real Jordan algebra J equipped with a complete norm satisfying (4) }a 2 } " }a} 2 , and }a 2 } ď }a 2`b2 } for all a, b P J.
A celebrated result due to J.D.M. Wright shows that every JB-algebra J corresponds uniquely to the self-adjoint part B sa " tx P B : x˚" xu of a JB˚-algebra B [65] . A JB˚-algebra is said to be a JC˚-algebra if it is a JB˚-subalgebra of the space of all bounded linear operators on a complex Hilbert space. It is known that the JB˚-subalgebra of any JB˚-algebra generated by two hermitian elements is a JC˚algebra [ We refer to [20, 32] for the basic background on JB˚-triples and JB˚-algebras.
Each partial isometry e (i.e. ee˚e " e) in a C˚-algebra A induces a Peirce decomposition of A as the direct sum of the JB˚-subtriples A 2 peq " ee˚Ae˚e, A 1 peq " ee˚Ap1´e˚eq ' p1´ee˚qAe˚e, and A 0 peq " p1´ee˚qAp1´e˚eq.
In the more general context of JB˚-triples, an element e in a JB˚-triple E is a tripotent if te, e, eu " e. In this case e induces a Peirce decomposition of E in the form
where for j " 0, 1, 2, E j peq is the j 2 eigenspace of the operator Lpe, eq. For j P t0, 1, 2u the corresponding Peirce j-projection of E onto E j peq is denoted by P j peq. The Peirce 2-subspace E 2 peq is a JB˚-algebra with Jordan product x˝e y :" tx, e, yu and involution x˚e :" te, [20] the Peirce subspaces E 0 peq, E 1 peq and E 2 peq are denoted by E 0 peq, E 1 2 peq and E 1 peq, respectively. The Gelfand theory for commutative C˚-algebras is not valid to describe the C˚subalgebra of a C˚-algebra A generated by a non-normal element. If we deal with the structure of JB˚-triple in A we can apply an alternative method. More concretely, let 0 ‰ a be an element in a JB˚-triple E (for example a non-normal element in a C˚-algebra). We set a r1s " a, a r3s " ta, a, au, and a r2n`1s :" a, a, a r2n´1s ( , pn P Nq. The norm closure of the linear span of the odd powers a r2n`1s defines a JB˚-subtriple of E which coincides with the JB˚-subtriple generated by a, and will be denoted by E a . There exists a Gelfand theory for single generated JB˚-subtriples assuring that E a is JB˚-triple isomorphic (and hence isometric) to some C 0 pΩ a q for some (unique) compact Hausdorff space Ω a contained in the set r0, }a}s, such that 0 cannot be an isolated point in Ω a . Here and throughout the paper, the symbol C 0 pΩ a q will stand for the Banach space of all complex-valued continuous functions on Ω a vanishing at 0. We can further find a triple isomorphism Ψ : E a Ñ C 0 pΩ a q satisfying Ψpaqptq " t pt P Ω a q (cf. [42, Corollary 4.8] , [43, Corollary 1.15 ] and [29] or [45, Lemma 3.2, Corollary 3.4 and Proposition 3.5]). The set Ω a is called the triple spectrum of a (in E), and it does not change when computed with respect to any JB˚-subtriple F Ď E containing a [45, Proposition 3.5]. As in [45] for a " 0 we set Ω a " H.
Among the consequences of this local Gelfand theory, for each a in a JB˚-triple E, there exists a unique cubic root of a in E a , i.e. and element a r 1 3 s P E a satisfying
The sequence pa r 1 3 n s q n can be recursively defined by a r 1 3 n`1 s "´a r 1 3 n s¯r 1 3 s , n P N. The sequence pa r 1 3 n s q n converges in the weak˚-topology of E˚˚to a (unique) tripotent denoted by rpaq. The tripotent rpaq is named the range tripotent of a in E˚˚. Alternatively, rpaq is the smallest tripotent e P E˚˚satisfying that a is positive in the JBW˚-algebra E˚2 peq (compare [28, Lemma 3.3] ).
Let us recall some properties of the triple functional calculus. Given an element a in JB˚-triple E, let Ω a and Ψ : E a Ñ C 0 pΩ a q denote the triple spectrum of a and the triple isomorphism given in previous paragraphs. For each continuous function f P C 0 pΩ a q, f t paq will denote the unique element in E a such that Ψpf t paqq " f . The element f t paq will be called the continuous triple functional calculus of f at a. For example, for each natural n the function gptq " 3 n ? t produces g t paq " a r 1 3 n s . To avoid confusions, if a is a hermitian (or more generally a normal) element in a C˚-algebra A, and f is a continuous function on the spectrum σpaq of a vanishing at zero, the symbol f paq will stand for the usual continuous functional calculus in the C˚-algebra A.
The range tripotent of an element a in a C˚-algebra A is intrinsically related to the partial isometry in its polar decomposition. Concretely, let a " u|a| be the polar decomposition of a, where |a| " pa˚aq 1 2 and u is a (unique) partial isometry (i.e. a tripotent) in A˚˚such that u˚u is the range projection of |a| in A˚˚which is also denoted by rp|a|q (cf. [56, §1.12 and Definition 1.10.3], [51, Proposition 2.2.9]). By applying the natural triple product in A given in (2) we obtain a r3s " u|a|u˚u|a| 2 " u|a| 3 , and by induction, a r2n´1s " u|a| 2n´1 , for all n P N. Therefore p t paq " upp|a|q for every odd polynomial ppλq with zero constant term, where the left-hand-side refers to the continuous triple functional calculus of ppλq at a and the right-handside to the C˚-continuous functional calculus of ppλq at |a|. The identification of the JB˚-subtriple of A with an appropriate C 0 pΩ a q space given above, combined with the Stone-Weierstrass theorem assure that a r 1 3 n s " u|a| 1 3 n , for all natural n. Taking weak˚limits in A˚˚we get rpaq " urp|a|q " u. Furthermore, we can identify Ω a with the spectrum of |a| in A, and keeping the above identification of A a with C 0 pΩ a q as JB˚-triples, for each f P C 0 pΩ a q we have A a Q f t paq " uf p|a|q (this was already observed by C.A. Akemann and G.K. Pedersen in [1, Lemma 2.1]).
One of the characterizations of von Neumann algebras proves that a C˚-algebra is a von Neumann algebra precisely when it is a dual Banach space (cf. The mapping x Þ Ñ }x} ϕ " ϕpxx˚`x˚xq 1 2 is a preHilbertian seminorm on M . The strong˚topology of M is the topology generated by all the seminorms }¨} ϕ with ϕ running in the set of positive normal functionals on M (see [56, Definition 1.8.7] ). The strong˚topology is stronger than the weak˚topology of M, and the product of M is jointly strong˚continuous on bounded sets [56, Theorem 1.8.9 ]. It should be noted that, in the case of C˚-algebras, the sequence employed to the define the range tripotent also converges in the strong˚topology of the second dual. 
Surjective Orthogonality preserving operators on C˚-algebras
Throughout this note, given a C˚-algebra A the symbols A sa and A`will denote the self-adjoint part and the positive cone of A, respectively. Given a P A, we denote by L a , R a , and M a the mappings given by L a pxq " ax, R a pxq " xa, and M a " 1 2 pL a`Ra q. Let T : A Ñ B be a (non-necessarily continuous) linear map between C˚algebras. As observed in [17, page 221] T is injective as soon as we assume that it is biorthogonality preserving. The reason being that T pxq " 0 implies that T pxq K T pxq, which gives x K x and thus x " 0. However, an orthogonality preserving linear map need not be, in general, biorthogonality preserving even if we assume that it is continuous and surjective. For example, let I be a proper norm closed ideal of a C˚-algebra A. It is known that I is a hermitian ideal of A [51, Corollary 1.5.3]. Therefore the natural quotient mapping π : A Ñ A{I, x Þ Ñ x`I is a surjective˚-homomorphism, and hence it preserves orthogonality. Now taking x, y in AzI and 0 ‰ a in I satisfying x K y, a K x, y (these elements can be easily found when A " BpHq and I " KpHq), we have x`a M y`a while πpx`aq K πpy`aq.
In the next results we shall see that the above example is, up to multiplication by an invertible element in the second dual of the codomain C˚-algebra, the unique possible example of a surjective orthogonality preserving (continuous) operator.
We continue with a re-elaboration of a result due to Akemann and Pedersen [1] . The next lemma is directly taken from the just quoted paper. We shall need the following strengthened version of the previous lemma. Proof. By hypothesis xy˚, y˚x P I. Since xy˚P I, we can apply the previous Lemma 2.1 to deduce the existence of a 1 , b 1 P I satisfying px´a 1 qpy´b 1 q˚" 0. To simplify the notation we denote z " x´a 1 and w " y´b 1 . These two elements satisfy zw˚" 0 and w˚z " y˚x´b1 x´y˚a 1`b1 a 1 P I (let us recall that I " I˚[51, Corollary 1.5.3]). The proof now relies on the arguments given in [1, Proposition 2.3].
Let z " u|z|, z˚" u˚|z˚|, w " v|w|, w˚" v˚|w˚| denote the polar decompositions of z, z˚, w, w˚in A˚˚, where |z| " pz˚zq 1 2 (cf. [51, Proposition 2.2.9]). The condition zw˚" 0 implies that pz˚zq m pw˚wq n " 0 for all n, m P N. In particular xỹ " 0 for allx in the von Neumann subalgebra of A˚˚generated by z˚z and for allỹ in the von Neumann subalgebra of A˚˚generated by w˚w. Since u˚u and v˚v are the range projections of z˚z and w˚w, respectively, we obtain (6) u˚uv˚v " 0 ô uv˚" 0.
On the other hand, the condition w˚z P I, combined with the fact that I is a closed ideal, imply that |w˚| 2 |z˚| 2 " ww˚zz˚P I and thus (7) gives pw´b 3 q˚pz´a 3 q " 0. On the other hand,
where the last equality follows from (6) . Finally, for a " a 1`a3 and b " b 1`b3 we have px´aqpy´bq˚" pz´a 3 qpw´b 3 q˚" 0, and py´bq˚px´aq " pw´b 3 q˚pz´a 3 q " 0, witnessing that px´aq K py´bq.
The properties of the kernel of an orthogonality preserving bounded linear operator between C˚-algebras are studied in the next lemma. Lemma 2.3. Let T : A Ñ B be an orthogonality preserving bounded linear operator between two C˚-algebras. Let h " T˚˚p1q P B˚˚, r the range partial isometry of h in B˚˚, and let S : A Ñ B˚˚be the triple isomorphism given by Theorem 1.1. Then kerpT q " kerpSq is a norm closed ideal of A.
Proof. It is almost explicit in the proof of [15, Theorem 17 and Corollary 18] that SpAq Ď B˚2 prq " rr˚B˚˚r˚r and S˚˚p1q " r (see also [16, Theorem 4 .1] where a more explicit argument is given in the wider setting of JB˚-algebras).
Obviously kerpSq Ď kerpT q (cf. Theorem 1.1). Take now x P kerpT q. That is, 0 " T pxq " hr˚Spxq. It then follows that h r3s r˚Spxq " hh˚hr˚Spxq " 0, and by induction h r2n´1s r˚Spxq " 0, for all natural n. Consequently zr˚Spxq " 0 for all z in the JB˚-subtriple of B˚˚generated by h. Since r lies in the weakc losure of the subtriple of B˚˚generated by h, and the triple product of B˚˚is separately weak˚continuous (cf. [56, Theorem 1.7.8]), we can easily deduce that 0 " rr˚Spxq, which gives Spxq " 0 because SpAq Ď B˚2 prq. We have therefore proved that kerpT q " kerpSq is a norm closed triple ideal of A.
The Peirce-2 subspace B˚2 prq " rr˚B˚˚r˚r (and also B˚˚˚2 prq) is a von Neumann algebra with unit r when equipped with the product x‚ r y :" xr˚y, and involution x˚r :" rx˚r (x, y P B˚˚˚˚). Therefore the mapping S˚˚: A˚˚Ñ B˚˚˚2 prq is a triple homomorphism mapping the unit of A˚˚to r. We also have S˚˚px˝yq " S˚˚tx, 1, yu " tS˚˚pxq, S˚˚p1q, S˚˚pyqu
for all x, y P A˚˚, where˝r denotes the natural Jordan product associated to the product ‚ r . That is, S˚˚: A˚˚Ñ pB˚˚˚2 prq, ‚ r ,˚rq is a Jordan˚-homomorphism, and thus kerpT q " kerpSq is a Jordan ideal of A. It is well known that Jordan ideals of A are (associative) ideals (cf. [23, Theorem 5.3]), which finishes the proof.
We are now in a position to reveal the nature of all surjective bounded linear operators preserving orthogonality. Proposition 2.4. Let T : A Ñ B be a continuous and surjective linear operator preserving orthogonality between two C˚-algebras. Let h " T˚˚p1q P B˚˚and let r denote the range partial isometry of h in B˚˚. Then the following statements hold: paq r is a unitary element in B˚˚; pbq kerpT q is a norm closed ideal of A;
Proof. paq We know from [15, p19q in the proof of Theorem 17] that T pAq Ď B˚2 prq.
Since by hypothesis T is surjective, we deduce that B Ď B˚2 prq " rr˚B˚˚r˚r.
Having in mind that B is weak˚dense in B˚˚(cf. Goldstine's theorem) and B˚2 prq is weak˚-closed, it follows that B˚˚" B˚2 prq which proves that r is a unitary in B˚˚.
pbq The desired conclusion follows from Lemma 2.3 even under weaker hypotheses.
pcq Suppose T is bijective and hence an isomorphism. Let S : A Ñ B˚˚be the triple homomorphism given by Theorem 1.1. The bitranspose T˚˚: A˚˚Ñ B˚m ust be an isomorphism too, and consequently there exists z P A˚˚satisfying 1 " T˚˚pzq. Since z can be achieved as the weak˚limit of a bounded net in A, it follows from the weak˚continuity of T˚˚, the separate weak˚continuity of the product of B˚˚˚˚and the identity in (1) that
witnessing that h is invertible in B˚˚˚˚, and also in B˚˚.
pdq The mapping p T : A{ kerpT q Ñ B, p T px`kerpT" T pxq is a well-defined bounded linear bijection. Suppose x`kerpT q K y`kerpT q in the quotient A{I. Lemma 2.2 implies the existence of a, b P kerpT q such that px´aq K py´bq. By hypothesis p T px`kerpT" T px´aq K T py´bq " p T pb`kerpT qq, which proves that p T is orthogonality preserving.
peq We have seen in the proof of pbq that kerpT q " kerpSq. We know from pdq that p T : A{ kerpT q Ñ B, p T px`kerpT" T pxq is a bounded linear bijection preserving orthogonality. Now, applying pcq it follows that h " T˚˚p1q " p T˚˚p1`kerpT q w˚q is invertible in B˚˚. Statement pf q is clear from the previous statements.
Let us observe that the conclusion in Proposition 2.4pf q is very close to be a characterization of surjective orthogonality preserving linear operators between C˚-algebras. To get a more precise statement we need to work a bit more. The next lemma is straight consequence of [15, Theorem 17 and Corollary 18] (see Theorem 1.1).
Lemma 2.5. Let A and B be C˚-algebras and let T : A Ñ B be a bounded linear operator preserving orthogonality. Then the identity
holds for all a, b, c in A.
Proof. Theorem 1.1 [15, Theorem 17 and Corollary 18] guarantees the existence of a triple homomorphism S : A Ñ B˚˚satisfying T pAq, SpAq Ď B˚2 prq, h˚Spzq " Spz˚q˚h, hSpz˚q˚" Spzqh˚(and hence r˚Spzq " Spz˚q˚r, rSpz˚q˚" Spzqr˚) and T pzq " hr˚Spzq " Spzqr˚h, for all z P A. Therefore
where we employed that r˚h " h˚r and rr˚h " h because r is the range partial isometry of h in B˚˚. The desired identity follows from the symmetry of the triple product in the outer variables.
We recall that the multipliers algebra of a C˚-algebra A, is the C˚-subalgebra, M pAq, of A˚˚of all elements x P A˚˚such that xa, ax P A for all a P A (cf. [ Proof. paq By Lemma 2.5 the identity (9) tT paq, T pbq, T pcqu " h r3s r˚Spta, b, cuq, holds for all a, b, c P A. Since the left-hand-side lies in B,
the products of the form h r3s r˚Spta, b, cuq lie in B for all a, b, c P A.
By replacing a with a bounded approximate unit in the first identity and taking weak˚-limits we deduce, thanks to the separate weak˚continuity of the products of A˚˚and B˚˚, that
where we have applied that t1, b, cu " 1 2 pb˚c`cb˚q P A and thus St1, b, cu " S˚˚t1, b, cu. Find y P A such that ty, y, yu " 1 2 pb˚c`cb˚q (cf. (5)). Therefore, by (10) , th, T pbq, T pcqu " h r3s r˚Spty, y, yuq P B, for all b, c P A. Now, applying that T is surjective we conclude that th, B, Bu Ď B, that is, h lies in the (triple) multipliers of B in B˚˚.
We deduce from Proposition 2.4paq and peq that r is a unitary and h is invertible in B˚˚. We know from the above that h´1 P M pBq. Theorem 1.1 assures that T pxq " hr˚Spxq for all x P A.
We shall next show that
Namely, since for each a P A, r˚Spaq " h´1T paq P B for all a P A, the statement in (11) holds. We claim that hr˚P M pBq. By the surjectivity of T , for each b P B there exists a P A satisfying T paq " b. The element r˚Spaq P B, and thus, by the surjectivity of T , there exists c P A such that T pcq " r˚Spaq. Therefore, having in mind that r is the range partial isometry of h we have hr˚b " hr˚T paq " hr˚hr˚Spaq " hh˚rr˚Spaq " hh˚rT pcq " |h˚||h˚|rT pcq " |h˚|pr˚|h˚|q˚T pcq " |h˚|ph˚q˚T pcq " |h˚|hT pcq P B, because T pcq P B and h P M pBq. This concludes the proof of the claim.
Since r " h´1hr˚with h´1, hr˚P M pBq, the element r P M pBq. pbq Having in mind that r is unitary and h invertible in M pBq and the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 we easily get that Spaq " rh´1T paq P B, for all a P A. The latter identity combined with the surjectivity of T assures the surjectivity of S.
pcq Let us observe that, by the separate weak˚continuity of the product of every von Neumann algebra and Goldstine's theorem, the identity in (9) holds for all a, b, c P A˚˚by just replacing T and S with T˚˚and S˚˚, respectively. Let us fix a P M pAq. It follows from just commented property that
for all b, c P B, because a P M pAq. Having in ming that T is surjective we deduce that tT˚˚paq, B, Bu Ď B, that is, T˚˚paq lies in the (triple) multipliers of B in B˚˚, or equivalently, T˚˚paq P M pBq. The second inclusion is clear from the identity S˚˚paq " rh´1T˚˚paq for all a P A˚˚.
Henceforth the center of a C˚-algebra A will be denoted by ZpAq, and A´1 will stand for the open subgroup of all invertible elements in A.
Remark 2.7. Let r be a unitary element in the multipliers algebra, M pAq, of a C˚-algebra A. As in previous pages, we consider the C˚-algebra pA, ‚ r ,˚rq, where a ‚ r b " ar˚b and a˚r " ra˚r. It is easy to check that the following equalities hold:
rZpAq " ZpAqr " ZpA, ‚ r ,˚rq, and A´1 " pA, ‚ r ,˚rq´1.
Namely, if z P ZpAq we have zr " rz and pzrq ‚ r a " zrr˚a " za " az " ar˚rz " a ‚ r pzrq. If b P A´1 with inverse b´1, b is also invertible in pA, ‚ r ,˚rq with inverse rb´1r.
Let Φ : A Ñ B be a Jordan˚-isomorphism, where B is another C˚-algebra. Since Φ˚˚: A˚˚Ñ B˚˚also is a Jordan˚-isomorphism, a celebrated result due to R.V. Kadison asserts that Φ˚˚decomposes as a direct sum of a˚-isomorphism and a˚-anti-homomorphism (cf. [41, Theorem 10]). Consequently, ΦpZpAqq " ZpBq. Moreover, if a P ZpAq we have
We can now state a complete characterization of those bounded linear operators between C˚-algebras which are orthogonality preserving and surjective. pdq kerpT q is a norm closed ideal of A and the quotient map p T : A{ kerpT q Ñ B is (continuous) surjective and orthogonality preserving.
Proof. The equivalences are clear consequences of the result stated in Propositions 2.4 and 2.6 and Remark 2.7. Let us simply observe that h ‚ r Spaq " Spaq ‚ r h for all a P A. It follows from the surjectivity of S and Goldstine's theorem that h P ZpB˚˚, ‚ r ,˚rq " rZpB˚˚q " ZpB˚˚qr.
The next corollary is worth to be considered by itself. Corollary 2.9. Let T : A Ñ B be a bijective bounded linear operator between C˚algebras. Let h " T˚˚p1q and let r denote the range partial isometry of h in B˚˚.
The following statements are equivalent: paq T is orthogonality preserving; pbq The elements h and r belong to M pBq with h invertible and r unitary, and there exists a triple isomorphism S : A Ñ B satisfying h˚Spxq " Spx˚q˚h, hSpx˚q˚" Spxqh˚(and consequently r˚Spxq " Spx˚q˚r, rSpx˚q˚" Spxqr˚), hr˚Spxq " Spxqr˚h, and T pxq " hr˚Spxq " Spxqr˚h, for all x P A;
pcq The elements h and r belong to M pBq with h invertible and r unitary and there exists a Jordan˚-isomorphism S : A Ñ pB, ‚ r ,˚rq such that h lies in ZpB˚˚, ‚ r ,˚rq " rZpB˚˚q, and T pxq " hr˚Spxq " Spxqr˚h, for all x P A;
pdq T is biorthogonality preserving; peq T preserves zero-triple-products, i.e. ta, b, cu " 0 ñ tT paq, T pbq, T pcqu " 0;
pf q T preserves zero-triple-products in both directions, i.e. ta, b, cu " 0 ô tT paq, T pbq, T pcqu " 0.
Let T : A Ñ B be a (linear) mapping between C˚-algebras. We shall say that T is orthogonality preserving on a set
Remark 2.10. Let T : A Ñ B be a bounded linear operator between C˚-algebras. The following statements are equivalent: pOP 1q T is orthogonality preserving; pOP 2q T is orthogonality preserving on A sa ; pOP 3q T is orthogonality preserving on A`.
The implications pOP 1q ñ pOP 2q ñ pOP 3q are clear. Let us show that pOP 3q ñ pOP 1q. We fix an arbitrary φ P B˚and define two bilinear forms on A defined by V 1,φ pa, bq :" φpT paqT pb˚q˚q and V 2,φ pa, bq :" φpT pb˚q˚T paqq. Let us take a, b P A sa with a K b. It is easy to see from the Gelfand theory that we can find four mutually orthogonal positive elements a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 P A such that a " a 1´a2 and b " b 1´b2 . By assumptions, T pa i q K T pb j q for all i, j " 1, 2. Therefore, T pa i qT pbj q˚" T pbj q˚T pa i q " 0 for all i, j P t1, 2u, and thus V 1,φ pa, bq " V 2,φ pa, bq " 0, witnessing that V 1,φ and V 2,φ are orthogonal forms in Goldstein's sense [31] . By Theorem 1.10 in [31] there exist τ 1 , τ 2 , ρ 1 , ρ 2 P A˚such that V 1,φ px, yq " τ 1 pxyq`τ 2 pyxq and V 2,φ px, yq " ρ 1 pxyq`ρ 2 pyxq, for all x, y P A.
Obviously φpT pxqT pyq˚q " V 1,φ px, y˚q " 0 " V 2,φ px, y˚q " φpT pyq˚T pxqq for all x, y P A with x K y. The Hahn-Banach theorem implies that T pxq K T pyq for all x K y in A.
Consequently, each of the equivalent statements in Corollary 2.9 is also equivalent to any of the next: pa 1 q T is orthogonality preserving on A sa ; pa 2 q T is orthogonality preserving on A`; pd 1 q T is biorthogonality preserving on A sa ; pd 2 q T is biorthogonality preserving on A`. Let us notice that by applying the equivalence pOP 1q ô pOP 2q ô pOP 3q, the role of Lemma 2.2 in the proof of Proposition 2.4pbq could be played by the equivalences presented in this remark.
One-parameter groups of orthogonality preserving operators on a C˚-algebra
Let X be a Banach space and let BpXq stand for the space of all bounded linear operators on X. A one-parameter semigroup of bounded linear operators on X is a correspondence R0 Ñ BpXq, t Þ Ñ T t satisfying T t`s " T s T t for all s, t P R0 and T 0 " I. It is a classic result that T t is uniformly continuous at the origin, i.e. lim tÑ0 }T t´I } " 0, if and only if there exists a bounded linear operator R P BpXq such that T t " e tR for all t P R0 , and in such a case, T t extends to a uniformly continuous one-parameter group on R (compare [10, Proposition 3.1.1]).
A surjective isometry between two C˚-algebras need not be, in general, a˚isomorphism. What is actually known, by a celebrated result due to R.V. Kadison, is that every isometric bijection between C˚-algebras must be a Jordan˚isomorphism followed by a multiplication by a unitary [41, Theorem 7] . One of the starring results in JB˚-triple theory asserts that a linear bijection between JB˚triples is a triple isomorphism if and only if it is an isometry ([43, Proposition 5.5]). That is, if E denotes a JB˚-triple the set IsopEq, of all surjective linear isometries on E, is precisely the set of all triple automorphisms on E. Clearly IsopEq is a subgroup of BpEq. Another interesting subgroup of BpEq can be defined as the set BiOPpEq, of all (bi-)orthogonality preserving bounded linear bijections on E (let us observe that, by Corollary 2.9, the prefix "bi-" can be inserted or relaxed without any problem when E is a C˚-algebra). In the case in which A is a C˚-algebra, we can consider the subgroup BiOP sa pAq of all elements in BiOPpAq which are symmetric maps (i.e. T paq˚" T pa˚q for all a P A).
A complete description of all uniformly continuous semigroups of symmetric orthogonality preserving operators on unital C˚-algebras was obtained by M. Wolff as a consequence of his study on symmetric bounded linear operators preserving orthogonality between C˚-algebras (see [62, Theorem 2.6] ). Our aim here is to extend Wolff's study to uniformly continuous semigroups with values in BiOPpAq, where in our case A will be a general C˚-algebra or, more generally, a JB˚-algebra.
It seems convenient to begin with a result on uniformly continuous semigroups of surjective isometries on an arbitrary JB˚-triple E. We recall that a triple derivation on E is a linear mapping δ : E Ñ E satisfying the so-called Leibniz' rule: δta, b, cu " tδpaq, b, cu`ta, δpbq, cu`ta, b, δpcqu pa, b, c P Eq.
Let us give an example. Fix two elements a, b P E. By the Jordan identity, the mapping δpa, bq :" Lpa, bq´Lpb, aq (δpa, bqpxq " ta, b, xu´tb, a, xu for x P E) is a triple derivation on E and obviously continuous. It is known that every triple derivation on a JB˚-triple is automatically continuous (see [7, Corollary 2.2] ). Furthermore, by the separate weak˚continuity of the triple product of every JBW˚triple, we can conclude that for each triple derivation δ on a JB˚-triple E, the bitranspose δ˚˚: E˚˚Ñ E˚˚is a triple derivation too. Lemma 3.1. Let tU t : t P R0 u be a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of surjective isometries on a JB˚-triple E. Then there exists a triple derivation δ : E Ñ E satisfying U t " e tδ for all t P R.
Proof. Let us find R P BpEq such that T t " e tR for all t P R. Since every surjective isometry on E is a triple isomorphism [43, Proposition 5.5], for each real t the mapping T t satisfies e tR ta, b, cu " T t ta, b, cu " tT t paq, T t pbq, T t pcqu " te tR paq, e tR pbq, e tR pcqu p@t P Rq.
Taking derivatives at t " 0 we get Rta, b, cu " tRpaq, b, cu`ta, Rpbq, cu`ta, b, Rpcqu, for all a, b, c P E, which proves that R " δ is the desired triple derivation.
Let A be a C˚-algebra equipped with its JB˚-triple structure determined by (2) . Let D : A Ñ A be an (associative) derivation on A, i.e, a linear mapping satisfying Dpabq " Dpaqb`aDpbq, for all a, b P A.
If A is unital, the binary Leibniz' rule in the line above implies that Dp1q " 0. Let us note that, by a result of S. Sakai, every derivation on A is continuous [55] . Suppose that D is an associative˚-derivation, i.e. a derivation which is also a symmetric mapping. In this case D must be a triple derivation on A. Furthermore, given a triple derivation δ : A Ñ A, the mapping δ˚˚is a triple derivation on A˚ẘ hich satisfies δ˚˚p1q˚"´δ˚˚p1q. Moreover, the mapping δ˚˚´δp 1 2 δ˚˚p1q, 1q is an associative˚-derivation on A˚˚and δp 1 2 δ˚˚p1q, 1qpxq " δ˚˚p1q˝x for all x P A˚( see [35, Lemmata 1 and 2] or [36, Proposition 3.7] ). If A is unital we can replace δ˚˚p1q with δp1q and the previous conclusion also holds. The arguments in the previous paragraphs give the following. Corollary 3.2. Let tU t : t P R0 u be a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of surjective isometries on a unital C˚-algebra A. Then there exists a˚derivation D : A Ñ A and an element z 0 P A with z0 "´z 0 satisfying U t " e tpD`Mz 0 q for all t P R, where M z0 pxq " z 0˝x (x P A). Furthermore, if we also assume that U˚t p1q " 1 for all t P R (i.e. tU t : t P R0 u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of Jordan˚-automorphisms on A) we can take z 0 " 0, and tU t : t P R0 u is in fact a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of (associative)˚-automorphisms on A.
Let tU t : t P R0 u be a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of surjective isometries on a unital JB˚-algebra B. Then there exists a Jordan˚-derivation D : B Ñ B and an element z 0 P B with z0 "´z 0 satisfying U t " e tpD`Mz 0 q for all t P R, where M z0 pxq " z 0˝x (x P B). Furthermore, if we also assume that U˚t p1q " 1 for all t P R (i.e. tU t : t P R0 u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of Jordan˚-automorphisms on B) we can take z 0 " 0.
Proof. Everything is clear from the comments preceding this corollary except perhaps some details in the first statement. We observe that if tU t : t P R0 u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of Jordan˚-automorphisms on A, we can find via Lemma 3.1 a triple derivation δ : A Ñ A satisfying U t " e tδ for all t P R. The condition U t p1q " 1 for all t P R implies that δp1q " 0, and thus δ is a Jordan˚-derivation on A. We recall that Jordan and associative derivations on A coincide (cf. [40, Theorem 6.3] ). Consequently, δ is an associative˚-derivation and tU t " e tδ : t P R0 u is in fact a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of -automorphisms on A. A similar argument applies in the second statement.
The previous conclusion goes in the line of the result proved by S. Pedersen in [52, Corollary 3.3 and Proposition 3.4] for strongly continuous one-parameter groups of surjective isometries on a unital C˚-algebra. Remark 3.3. Another celebrated result due to Sakai proves that every (associative) derivation D on a von Neumann algebra M is inner, that is, there exists z 0 P M satisfying Dpaq " rz 0 , as " z 0 a´az 0 for all a P M (see [56, Theorem 4.1.6] ). In particular, every associative derivation annihilates on ZpAq, and every derivation on a commutative C˚-algebra is zero (see [56, Lemma 4.1.2]). If a P ZpAq and D is a derivation on A we have DL a pxq " Dpaxq " Dpaqx`aDpxq " L a Dpxq, that is, L a and D commute. Similarly, DR a " R a D for a and D under these assumptions.
We can therefore conclude from Corollary 3.2 that every uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup tU t : t P R0 u of Jordan˚-automorphisms on a commutative C˚-algebra C satisfies U t paq " a for all t P R, a P C, that is, tU t : t P R0 u is constant tId C u.
Let z be an element in a JB˚-triple E. Back to the local Gelfand theory, we consider the JB˚-subtriples E z and E z r3s generated by z and z r3s , respectively. It is known that E z " E z r3s (cf. [13, comments before Proposition 2.1]). The following property holds: (13) z r3s " a for some a in E implies that z " a r 1 3 s P E a . Namely, clearly a P E z and thus E a Ď E z . On the other hand z r3s P E a and hence E z " E z r3s Ď E a Ď E z . The local Gelfand theory gives the statement.
Our next goal is a generalization of Wolff's characterization of uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroups of symmetric orthogonality preserving operators on an arbitrary unital C˚-algebra [62, Theorem 2.6].
Theorem 3.4. Let A be a C˚-algebra. Suppose tT t : t P R0 u is a family of orthogonality preserving bounded linear bijections on A with T 0 " Id. For each t ě 0 let h t " T˚t p1q, let r t be the range partial isometry of h t in A˚˚and let S t denote the triple isomorphism associated with T t given by Corollary 2.9. The following are equivalent: paq tT t : t P R0 u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of orthogonality preserving operators on A; pbq tS t : t P R0 u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of surjective linear isometries (i.e. triple isomorphisms) on A (and hence there exists a triple derivation δ on A such that S t " e tδ for all t P R), the mapping t Þ Ñ h t is continuous at zero, and the identity Proof. paq ñ pbq The semigroup tT t u tPR0 extends to a uniformly continuous oneparameter group on R. By hypothesis T t : A Ñ A is an orthogonality preserving and bijective bounded linear operator. By Corollary 2.9, for each real t there exist (unique) h t , r t P M pAq with h t invertible and r t unitary and a triple automorphism S t : A Ñ A satisfying T˚t p1q " h t , r t is the range partial isometry of h t , ht S t pxq " S t px˚q˚h t , h t S t px˚q˚" S t pxqht (and hence rt S t pxq " S t px˚q˚r t , r t S t px˚q˚" S t pxqrt ), h t rt S t pxq " S t pxqrt h t , and T t pxq " h t rt S t pxq " S t pxqrt h t , for all x P A. We further know that h t , r t P ZpA˚˚, ‚ rt ,˚r t q " r t ZpAq " ZpAqr t for all t P R.
We therefore have two mappings t Þ Ñ h t and t Þ Ñ S t from R into M pAq X pr t ZpA˚˚qq and IsopAq, respectively. Clearly, T 0 " Id implies that h 0 " 1.
By applying that tT t : t P Ru is a uniformly continuous group, the mapping t Þ Ñ h t " T˚t p1q is continuous at zero, because }h t´1 } " }T˚t p1q´T˚0 p1q} ď }T t´T0 }, for all real t. It is well known that the mapping a Þ Ñ a´1 is continuous on the set of invertible elements in A˚˚(see, for example, [58, Corollary I.1.8]). We can therefore conclude that the mapping t Þ Ñ h´1 t is continuous at zero. Clearly, the mapping t Þ Ñ |h t | 2 " ht h t is continuous at zero with |h t | 2 invertible for all t. It follows from [58, Proposition I.4.10 and Corollary I.1.8] that the mapping t Þ Ñ |h t |´1 is continuous at zero. Consequently, the mappings t Þ Ñ r t " h t |h t |´1 and t Þ Ñ S t " rt h´1 t T t are continuous at zero.
We claim that tS t : t P Ru is a one-parameter semigroup. It will be proved in several steps.
First, a direct application of the hypotheses gives (15) h t`s " T˚t`sp1q " T˚t T˚s p1q " h t rt S˚t ph s q, for all s, t P R, which proves (14) . Now, applying that h t , h r 1 3 n s t P ZpA˚˚, ‚ rt ,˚r t q and S˚t is a triple isomorphism, we can check that (16) h Arguing by induction on n, we assume that the identity holds for n (the case n " 1 essentially follows from the same arguments). Since h t , h r 1 3 n s t P ZpA˚˚, ‚ rt ,˚r t q, the triple product also satisfies that tx, y, zu " 1 2 px ‚ rt y˚r t ‚ rt z`z ‚ rt y˚r t ‚ rt xq, for all x, y, z P A,
and S˚t is a triple isomorphism (and thus S t : A Ñ pA, ‚ rt ,˚r t q is a Jordan˚isomorphism) we deduce that h r 1 3 n`1 s t rt S˚t ph 3 n s s q n Ñ r s in the strongt opology and the product of every von Neumann algebra is jointly strong˚continuous on bounded sets (cf. [56, Proposition 1.8.12]), by taking strong˚limits in (16) we derive (17) r t`s " r t rt S˚˚pr s q " S˚t pr s q, and since S t : A Ñ pA, ‚ rt ,˚r t q is a Jordan˚-isomorphism (18) r t rt`sr t " r t S˚t pr s q˚r t " S˚t pr s q˚r t " S˚t prs q.
Since S t : A Ñ A is a triple isomorphism, it particularly follows from (17) that (19) S t : pA, ‚ rs ,˚r s q Ñ pA, ‚ rt`s ,˚r t`s q is a Jordan˚-isomorphism.
Fix now a P A and consider the identity h t rt S˚t ph s qrt`sS t`s paq " (by (15)) " h t`s rt`sS t`s paq " T t`s paq
Having in mind that h t rt is invertible we get (21) S˚t ph s qrt`sS t`s paq " S t ph s rs S s paqq.
Since the element h s rs P ZpAqr s rs " ZpAq and S t : A Ñ pA, ‚ rt ,˚r t q is a Jordan -isomorphism, the comments in Remark 2.7 (12) imply that the element in the right-hand-side of the previous equality writes in the form (22) S t ph s rs S s paqq " S˚t ph s rs qrt S t pS s paqq.
Now, having in mind that S t : pA, ‚ rs ,˚r s q Ñ pA, ‚ rt`s ,˚r t`s q is a Jordan˚isomorphism and h s P ZpA, ‚ rs ,˚r s q, we deduce from Remark 2.7 (12) that S˚t ph s rs q " S˚t ph s ‚ rs 1q " S˚t ph s q ‚ rt`s S˚t p1q " S˚t ph s qrt`sr t , which combined with (22) gives S t ph s rs S s paqq " S˚t ph s qrt`sr t rt S t pS s paqq " S˚t ph s qrt`sS t S s paq.
By combining this identity with (21) and having in mind that S˚t ph s qrt`s must be invertible, we arrive at S t`s paq " S t S s paq, for all a P A, t, s P R.
We have shown that tS t : t P Ru is a group which is continuous at zero, equivalently, tS t : t P Ru is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of surjective isometries on A. By Lemma 3.1 there exists a (continuous) triple derivation δ : A Ñ A such that S t " e tδ for all t P R.
pbq ñ paq By hypotheses, tS t : t P R0 u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of surjective linear isometries (i.e. triple isomorphisms) on A, the mapping t Þ Ñ h t is continuous at zero, and the identity (14) holds for all t P R. Since h t is invertible for all t in R, the arguments in the proof of paq ñ pbq are valid to prove that the mappings t Þ Ñ r t " h t |h t |´1 and t Þ Ñ T t " h t rt S t are continuous at zero.
We shall finally prove that tT t : t P R0 u is a one-parameter semigroup. As in the proof of paq ñ pbq (17), we can deduce from (14) that r t`s " r t rt S˚˚pr s q " S t pr s q for all s, t P R0 . Therefore S t : pA, ‚ rs ,˚r s q Ñ pA, ‚ rt`s ,˚r t`s q is a Jordan˚isomorphism. Since h s P ZpA˚˚, ‚ rs ,˚r s q, it follows from Remark 2.7(12) that T t T s paq " h t rt S t ph t rs S s paqq " h t rt S t ph t ‚ rs S s paqq " h t rt S˚t ph t q ‚ rt`s S t pS s paqq " h t`s rt`sS t pS s paqq " h t`s rt`sS t`s paq " T t`s paq, for all a P A, where at the antepenultimate and at the penultimate equalities we applied (14) and the fact that tS t : t P R0 u is a one-parameter semigroup, respectively.
Suppose that in Theorem 3.4 we additionally assume that each T t is a symmetric operator. Let us assume that tT t : t P R0 u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of orthogonality preserving symmetric operators on A. By Corollary 2.9 r t , h t P M pAq sa with h t invertible and r t a symmetric unitary, or equivalently, a symmetry. It is explicitly shown in [15, p15q and p16q in the proof of Theorem 17] that r t T t paq " T t pa˚q˚r t and h t T t paq " T t pa˚q˚h t for all a P A t P R. Having in mind that T t is symmetric and bijective we conclude that h t and r t both lie in ZpA˚˚q.
On the other hand, we know from Theorem 2.8 above that tS t u tPR is a oneparameter group. We claim that, under the extra assumptions here, tr t S t u tPR is a one-parameter group of Jordan˚-isomorphisms. Namely, we have seen in the proof of the just quoted theorem that S t : A Ñ pA, ‚ rt ,˚r t q is a Jordan˚-isomorphism. Since r s P ZpA˚˚q, we deduce from Remark 2.7(12) that r t S t pr s S s paqq " r t S˚t pr s qrt S t S s paq " r t`s S t`s paq, for all a P A, where in the last equality we applied (17) from the proof of Theorem 2.8 and the fact that r t is central. This finishes the proof of the claim.
Combining that tr t S˚t | ZpMpAqq : ZpM pAqq Ñ ZpM pAqqu tPR is a one-parameter group of Jordan˚-isomorphisms, the fact that h s P ZpA˚˚q and Remark 3.3 we get
and clearly r t`s " r t r s , for all t, s P R.
Finally, since the mapping t Þ Ñ L ht | ZpMpAqq is a uniformly continuous oneparameter group on the unital commutative C˚-algebra ZpM pAqq, we can find a bounded linear operator R P BpZpM pAsatisfying L ht | ZpMpAqq " e tR for all t P R (cf. [10, Proposition 3.1.1]). This implies the existence of h P ZpM pAqq such that h t " e th for all t P R. Now an application of Corollary 3.2 proves the existence of a˚-derivation d on A satisfying T t paq " e th pr t S t qpaq " e th e td paq " e tpL h`d q paq, for all a P A, t P R. Clearly for h and d as above the set te tpL h`d q : t P Ru is a uniformly continuous one-parameter group.
We have found a non-unital version of the result proved by M. Wolff in [62, Theorem 2.6].
Corollary 3.5. Let A be a C˚-algebra. Suppose tT t : t P R0 u is a family of orthogonality preserving and symmetric bounded linear bijections on A with T 0 " Id. For each t, let h t " T˚t p1q, let r t be the range partial isometry of h t in A˚å nd let S t denote the triple isomorphism associated with T t given by Corollary 2.9. The following are equivalent: paq tT t : t P R0 u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of orthogonality preserving operators on A; pbq There exists h P ZpM pAqq and a˚-derivation d on A such that h t " e th and T t paq " e tpL h`d q paq, for all a P A, t P R. Moreover, if any of the previous statements holds, the sets tr t : t P Ru and th t : t P Ru are one-parametric groups in ZpM pAqq. Remark 3.6. Let us observe that under the more general hypotheses of Theorem 3.4 we cannot, in general, conclude that the sets tr t : t P Ru and th t : t P Ru are one-parametric groups. We have already noted that for each triple derivation δ on a C˚-algebra A, the mapping T t " e tδ is a triple automorphism on A for all t P R. It follows from the Jordan identity that, for each a P A, the mapping iLpa, aq is a triple derivation on A. If a " e is a partial isometry the mapping iLpe, eq is precisely iP 2 peq`i 2 P 1 peq. Thus T t " e itLpe,eq " e it P 2 peq`e it 2 P 1 peq`P 0 peq, @t P R.
Take, for example, A " M 2 pCq and a partial isometry e P A such that ee˚"
It is easy to check that e itLpe,eqˆα11 α 12
2‚
. It is a bit laborious to check that
for s, t P Rzt0u. We can modify the previous example with r T t " e t e tδ to obtain a more general h t " e t r t with a similar bad behaviour. These conclusions are somehow related to the study developed by S. Pedersen in [52, Theorem 3.8], where from a slightly different argument and statemet it is shown that if tT t " e tδ : t P Ru is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of surjective isometries (i.e. triple automorphisms) on a unital C˚-algebra A, where δ is a triple derivation on A, the following are equivalent: p1q r s r t " r t`s , for all t, s P R; p2q r s " prt S t qpr s q for all t, s P R; p3q L rt prt S t q " prt S t qL rt for all t P R; p4q δ 2 p1q " δp1q 2 , where r t and S t are those given by Corollary 2.9.
By repeating the above arguments with v "ˆ0 1 0 0˙, and T t " e itLpv,vq we can easily check that r t " e itLpv,vqˆ1 0 0 1˙" e it 2ˆ1 0 0 1˙, and thus r t`s " r t r s for all s, t P R. The last identity can be directly checked or deduced from the previous equivalences because for δ " iLpv, vq we have δ 2 p1q " δp1q 2 . We note that T t is not symmetric for any non-zero t. That is, the final conclusion in Corollary 3.5 may hold for one-parametric semigroups of non-necessarily symmetric surjective isometries.
The examples exhibited here are more accesible thanks to the perspective provided by JB˚-triples.
Orthogonality preserving linear surjections from a JB˚-algebra
The relation "being orthogonal" extends naturally to the setting of JB˚-triples, and thus to JBW˚-algebras. Elements a, b in a JB˚-triple E are orthogonal (a K b) if Lpa, bq " 0. It is worth to recall that a K b if and only if any of the following equivalent statements holds: (23) Lpb, aq " 0; ta, a, bu " 0; tb, b, au " 0; a K rpbq; (24) h 2˝k " th, k, hu (equivalently, h 2˝k " 2ph˝kq˝h´h 2˝k ).
It is known that each closed Jordan ideal I of JB˚-algebra B is self-adjoint -i.e. I˚" I-(see [66, Theorem 17] or [20, Proposition 3.4.13] ). Similar ideas to those given in [66] can be combined with the characterization of triple ideals in [12] to prove that closed Jordan ideals and closed triple ideals of a JB˚-algebra coincide. Proof. The first statement is in [66] . Thus, it is clear that every closed Jordan ideal of B is a closed triple ideal.
Let us assume that I is a closed triple ideal of B. It follows from the definition that the following inclusions hold: (25) tB, B, Iu Ď I and tB, I, Bu Ď I.
Let us fix a P B, x P I and let pu λ q Ď B`be an approximate identity of B (compare [32, Proposition 3.5.4]). Then we have (26) pa˝u λ q˝x`px˝u λ q˝a´pa˝xq˝u λ " ta, u λ , xu P I and (27) px˚˝u λ q˝u λ`p u λ˝uλ q˝x˚´px˚˝u λ q˝u λ " tu λ , x, u λ u P I.
Since the product in B is jointly norm continuous and I is norm closed, (27) implies that I is self-adjoint, while (26) proves that I is a closed Jordan ideal of B.
Let B be a JB˚-algebra. We may define its multipliers (Jordan) algebra as M J pBq :" tx P B˚˚: x˝B Ď Bu (compare with [27] ). Clearly, M J pBq is a unital JB˚-subalgebra of B˚˚. Moreover, M J pBq is the (Jordan) idealizer of B in B˚˚, that is, the largest JB˚-subalgebra of B˚˚which contains B as a closed Jordan ideal. If we realize B as a JB˚-triple we can also consider its triple multipliers in B˚˚defined by M pBq :" tx P B˚˚: tx, B, Bu Ď Bu as defined in [12] . In this case M pBq is the largest JB˚-subtriple of B˚˚which contains B as a closed triple ideal [12, Theorem 2.1]. Let us observe that these two notions do not cause any source of conflict because the triple multipliers of B clearly is a JB˚-subalgebra of B˚˚since it contains the unit of B˚˚, and hence Lemma 4.1 implies that both notions above coincide.
The determination of all bounded linear operators preserving orthogonality between JB˚-triples remains as an open problem. However, as shown in [16] , the description is affordable if the domain JB˚-triple is a JB˚-algebra. is the square root of the positive element h in the JB˚-algebra E˚2 prq and the U operator is the one given by this JB˚-algebra (in particular T pAq Ď E˚2 prq); cq T preserves zero-triple-products.
Let A be a JB˚-algebra whose positive part will be denoted by A`. Fix a P A`. The JB˚-subalgebra of A generated by a, coincides with the JB˚-subtriple of A generated by a, and will be denoted by the same symbol A a . To see this we shall simply observe that the range tripotent of a in A˚˚lies in the triple multipliers of the JB˚-subtriple generated by a, and thus a 2 " ta, rpaq, au P A a . It is well known that A a is isometrically isomorphic to an abelian C˚-algebra (cf. [32, 3.2.3] or subsection 1.1). Moreover, the JB˚-subalgebra of A generated by a self-adjoint element b is isometrically JB˚-isomorphic to a commutative C˚-algebra (cf. [32, The spectral theorem 3.2.4]). We can define in this way a continuous functional calculus at the element b. Proof. First observe that we can assume that x, y are positive elements in A. Indeed, pick a`I P pA{Iq sa (with a P A sa ) such that x`I " pa`Iq 2 " a 2`I , and the same for y.
Thought the rest of the proof literally follows the arguments in Lemma 2.1 [1, Proposition 2.3], an sketch of the ideas is included here for the sake of completeness. Define, via continuous functional calculus, x 1 " px´yq`and y 1 " px´yq´. By construction x 1 , y 1 ě 0 and x 1 y 1 " 0. Since px`Iq, py`Iq ě 0 with px`Iqpy`Iq " 0, we deduce that ppx`Iq´py`Iqq`" x`I, and hence x 1`I " px´yq``I " ppx`Iq´py`Iqq`" x`I.
Similarly we have y 1`I " y`I. Setting a " x´x 1 and b " y´y 1 we get the desired conclusion.
We do not know whether Lemma 2.2 [1, Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.4] and Lemma 2.2 hold for general JB˚-algebras, the lacking of polar decompositions for elements in general JB˚-algebras makes invalid the known arguments.
As it was pointed out in section 2, Goldstein's charactersiation of orthogonal bilinear forms in [31] turned out to be a very useful tool in the study of orthogonality preserving operators. The Jordan version of this result has been studied in [37] . Let V : AˆA Ñ C be a bilinear form on a JB˚-algebra A. Following [37] we say that V is orthogonal (respectively, orthogonal on A sa ) if V pa, b˚q " 0 for every a, b in A (respectively, in A sa ) with a K b. Corollary 3.14 (Propositions 3.8 and 3.9) in [37] shows that a bilinear form on a JB˚-algebra A is orthogonal if and only if V is orthogonal on A sa . Actually, it is not hard to see that the latter is equivalent to V being orthogonal on A`. This result enables us to obtain an appropriate Jordan version of Remark 2.10. Proof. paq ñ pbq ñ pcq are clear. Now let us assume that T : A Ñ E preserves orthogonality on A`. Let us fix x P E and φ P E˚and define V φ : AˆA Ñ C by V φ pa, bq :" φptT paq, T pb˚q, xuq. By assumptions, V φ is orthogonal on A`. An analogous argument to that in Remark 2.10 shows that V φ is orthogonal on A sa (just apply that if x K y in A sa , and we write these elements as differences of orthogonal positive elements x " x`´x´and y " y`´y´, we have x σ y τ " 0 for σ, τ P t˘u). Thus, by [37, Corollary 3.14, Propositions 3.8 and 3.9] we deduce that V φ is orthogonal on A. Let us fix a K b in A. Then V φ pa, b˚q " φptT paq, T pbq, xuq " 0. The Hahn-Banach theorem shows that tT paq, T pbq, xu " 0. It follows from the arbitrariness of x in E that LpT paq, T pbqq " 0, equivalently, T paq K T pbq, witnessing that T preserves orthogonality on A.
An element a in a unital JB˚-algebra A is invertible if there exists b P A such that a˝b " 1 and a 2˝b " a. The element b is unique and will be denoted by a´1 (cf. [32, 3.2.9] or [20, Definition 4.1.2]). It is known that a P A is invertible if and only if the mapping U a is invertible and in such a case U´1 a " U a´1 [20, Theorem 4.1.3]. For a P A invertible, the mapping M a need not be, in general, invertible. However, if a P ZpAq is invertible, it can be easily checked that M a 2 " U a is invertible. If we further assume that a is invertible and positive in ZpAq, the mapping M a " U a 1 2 is invertible too.
Let u be an element in A. We say that u is a unitary if it is invertible in the Jordan sense and its inverse coincides with u˚(cf. [32, 3.2.9 ] and [20, Definition 4.1.2]). Proposition 4.3 in [11] assures that an element u in A is a unitary if and only if it is a unitary in the JB˚-triple sense, that is, A 2 puq " A.
We have already gathered the tools required to establish a generalization of Lemma 2.3. Proof. The relation kerpT q Ě kerpSq is absolutely clear. Let us assume that x P kerpT q. Then h˝r Spxq " 0. We recall that h is positive in E˚2 prphqq. Thus, by Lemma 4.1 in [16] , h˝r Spxq " 0 is equivalent to h K Spxq. Now, the equivalences in (23) show that Spxq K rphq. Since Spxq lies in E˚2 prq we have Spxq " 0. Therefore kerpSq " kerpT q. Having in mind that S is a triple homomorphism we deduce that kerpSq is a norm closed triple ideal, and hence a Jordan ideal, of A (see Lemma 4.1).
Clearly A{ kerpT q is a JB˚-algebra (cf. Lemma 4.1) and p T is well defined. Proposition 4.4 shows that in order to see that p T is orthogonality preserving it suffices to show that p T preserves orthogonality on pA{ kerpT qq`. Let us take x`kerpT q, y`kerpT q P pA{ kerpT qq`with px`kerpT qqpy`kerpT" 0. Applying Lemma 4.3 we find a, b P kerpT q`satisfying px´aq K py´bq. By hypotheses p T px`kerpT" T px´aq K T py´bq " p T py`kerpT qq.
Let a and b be two hermitian elements in a JB˚-algebra A. We have already commented that the JB˚-subalgebra generated by a and b is a JC˚-subalgebra of some BpHq [65] . We can further conclude that when a and b are regarded as elements in BpHq, they commute in the usual sense whenever they operator commute in A [59, Proposition 1]. Lemma 4.6. Let T : A Ñ E be a bounded linear operator preserving orthogonality from a JB˚-algebra to a JB˚-triple. Let h, r and S be those given by Theorem 4.2. Then the identity (29) tT paq, T paq, T paqu " h r3s˝r Spa 3 q, holds for every a P A sa . Furthermore, the operator A Q a Þ Ñ h r3s˝r Spaq is E-valued.
Proof. We know that h is positive in E˚2 prq, and hence h r3s " ph˝r hq˝r h " h 3 . Let us fix a P A sa . Proposition 4.1 in [16] shows that T paq P E˚2 prq sa and the sets tT paq, hu and tSpaq, hu are formed by pairs of elements which operator commute in E˚2 prq (see also Theorem 4.2) . Therefore Spaq and h generate a JC˚-subalgebra of some BpHq, and they commute in the usual sense. Let us write x¨y to denote the product of two elements x, y in this particular BpHq space. Then we have x˝r y " 1 2 px¨y`y¨xq, and T paq " h˝r Spaq " h¨Spaq. By the uniqueness of the triple product we have tT paq, T paq, T paqu " T paq¨T paq¨T paq " h¨Spaq¨h¨Spaq¨h¨Spaq " h 3¨S paq 3 " h 3¨S pa 3 q " h r3s˝r Spa 3 q, which proves the desired identity.
Let us fix b P A sa it follows from the previous identity that h r3s˝r Spbq " h r3s˝r Sppb r 1 3 s q 3 q " tT pb r 1 3 s q, T pb r 1 3 s q, T pb r 1 3 s qu P E, thus h r3s˝r SpA sa q Ď E, and hence the second statement follows.
The next result is a consequence of the properties commented before Lemma 4.6. Proof. paq Proposition 4.1 in [16] proves that T pAq Ď E˚2 prq, and thus the surjectivity of T implies that E Ď E˚2 prq " P 2 prqpE˚˚q. Having in mind that E is weakd ense in E˚˚, E˚2 prq is weak˚-closed, and the triple product of E˚˚is separately weak˚-continuous, we conclude that E˚˚" E˚2 prq, witnessing that r is a unitary in E˚˚and the latter is a JBW˚-algebra.
pbq We shall next show that h lies in M pEq. Namely, since T is surjective, it is enough to prove that th, T paq, T pbqu lies in E, for every a, b P A. Having in mind that S and T are symmetric operators from A into E˚2 prq, Lemma 4.7 implies that for each a P A sa both Spaq and T paq operator commute in E˚2 prq with every power of h. Now for a P A we write a " a 1`i a 2 with a 1 , a 2 P A sa ph n˝r xq˝r Spaq " ph n˝r xq˝r pSpa 1 q`iSpa 2" ph n˝r xq˝Spa 1 q`iph n˝r xq˝r Spa 2 q " h n˝r px˝r Spa 1 qq`ih n˝r px˝r Spa 2" h n˝r px˝r Spaqq, for all x P E˚˚" E˚2 prq, witnessing that h n and Spaq operator commute for all n P N and a P A. Powers of h are taken in the JB˚-algebra E˚2 prq. Clearly, the same holds for T paq.
Now we claim that (30) th, T paq, T pbqu " h 3˝r Spa˚˝bq holds for every a, b P A. Indeed, for a, b P A we have th, T paq, T pbqu " ph˝r T paq˚r q˝r T paq`pT pbq˝r T paq˚r q˝r h´ph˝r T pbqq˝r T paq˚r " ph˝r T pa˚qq˝r T paq`pT pbq˝r T pa˚qq˝r h´ph˝r T pbqq˝r T pa˚q. We shall show that each one of the summands on the right hand side equals h r3s˝r Spa˚˝bq.
ph˝r T pa˚qq˝r T pbq " ph˝r ph˝r Spa˚qqq˝r T pbq " ph 2˝r Spa˚qq˝r T pbq " Spa˚q˝r ph 2˝r T pbqq " Spa˚q˝r ph 2˝r ph˝Spb" Spa˚q˝r ph 3˝r Spbqq " pSpa˚q˝r Spbqq˝r h 3 " h 3˝r Spa˚˝bq " h r3s˝r Spa˚˝bq. Similar computations yield pT pbq˝r T pa˚qq˝r h " h r3s˝r Spa˚˝bq, and ph˝r T pbqq˝r T pa˚q " h r3s˝r Spa˚˝bq, which prove the claim.
Since by Lemma 4.6 the operator a Þ Ñ h r3s˝r Spaq is E-valued, the equation (30) shows that h P M pEq.
pcq By Lemma 4.5 kerpT q " kerpSq, the quotient mapping p T : A{ kerpT q Ñ E, p T px`kerpT" T pxq is a bijective bounded linear operator preserving orthogonality from A{ kerpT q to B. The quotient mapping p S : A{ kerpT q Ñ pE˚˚,˝r,˚rq is a Jordan˚-isomorphism, and p T pa`kerpT" T paq " h˝r Spaq " h˝r p Spa`kerpTfor all a P A. Since p T˚˚: pA{ kerpT qq˚˚Ñ E˚˚is a bijection, arguing as in the proof of Proposition 2.4, we can find z`kerpT q w˚P pA{ kerpT qq˚˚" A˚˚{kerpT q ws atisfying h˝r S˚˚pzq " p T˚˚pz`kerpT q w˚q " r. Having in mind that h and Spaq operator commute for every a P A (and hence h and S˚˚paq operator commute for every a P A˚˚), we conclude that h is invertible in pE˚˚,˝r,˚rq with h´1 " S˚˚pzq P E˚˚. pdq It follows from pbq that h˝r x " th, r, xu P E for all x P E. Moreover, if h and x operator commute we have h˝r x " U Finally it trivially follows from r P M pEq that for each a, b P E we have E Q ta, r, bu " a˝r b and E Q tr, a, ru " a˚r , and then E is a JB˚-subalgebra of E˚˚" E˚2 prq.
peq Let us fix x P M pAq and a P A. Since h lies in M pEq we have T˚˚pxq˝r T paq " ph˝r S˚˚pxqq˝r ph˝r Spaqq " S˚˚pxq˝r ph˝r ph˝r Spa" S˚˚pxq˝r ph 2˝r Spaqq " pS˚˚pxq˝r Spaqq˝r h 2 " h 2˝r Spx˝aq " ph˝r hq˝r Spx˝aq " h˝r ph˝r Spx˝aqq " h˝r T px˝aq P E, where we have applied that h and every element in the image of S˚˚operator commute. The surjectivity of T proves that T˚˚pxq˝r E Ď E. We have shown that T˚˚pxq is a multiplier of the JB˚-algebra M pE,˝r,˚rq. Lemma 4.1 and the uniqueness of the triple product (cf. [43, Proposition 5.5] ) assure that T˚˚pxq P M pEq.
pf q Having in mind that h P M pEq is positive invertible and operator commutes with every element in the images of S and T and (28), the desired conclusion follows from the identity Spaq " U´1
Finally, pgq follows from Lemma 4.5 and phq is a straight consequence of the previous statements.
We can now finish this section with a complete description of all bijective bounded linear operators preserving orthogonality between JB˚-algebras, which follows as a consequence of Propositions 4.8 and 4.4. denotes the square root of the positive element h in the JB˚-algebra E˚2 prq; pcq T is biorthogonality preserving; pdq T is orthogonality preserving on A sa ; peq T is orthogonality preserving on A`; pf q T preserves zero-triple-products, i.e. ta, b, cu " 0 ñ tT paq, T pbq, T pcqu " 0;
The centroid of a JB˚-triple in the study of one-parameter semigroups
This section is aimed to establish a Jordan version of Theorem 3.4. To facilite the arguments we shall employ some results and terminology developed by S. Dineen and R. Timoney in the wider setting of JB˚-triples (see [26] ). According to the terminology in the just quoted paper, given a JB˚-triple E, the centroid CpEq of E is the set of all bounded linear operators T : E Ñ E satisfying T tx, y, zu " tT pxq, y, zu, for all x, y, z P E.
It is known that T P BpEq lies in CpEq if and only if T commutes with all operators of the form Lpx, xq (x P E) if and only if T commutes with all operators of the form Lpx, yq (x, y P E). It is further known that the centroid of E coincides with the centralizer of the underlying Banach space E in the sense of [9, 24] , and it is precisely the center of the subalgebra of BpEq generated by the Hermitian operators (cf. [26, Theorem 2.8 and Corollary 2.10]).
We have already employed the center of a JB˚-algebra A in the previous section. The centroid of A as JB˚-algebra is the set of all bounded linear operators T : A Ñ A satisfying T px˝yq " T pxq˝y for all x, y P A. To reassure the reader, we note that all notions and terminology are perfectly compatible. Actually, the centroid of A as JB˚-algebra coincides with the centroid of A as JB˚-triple [26, Proposition 3.4] , and moreover, a bounded linear operator T on A belongs to the centroid if and only if T " M a for some element a in the center of A [26, Proposition 3.5].
We shall need the following result gathered from different papers. 
Having in mind that z is central we obtain rM aj , M bj spzq " a j˝p b j˝z q´b j˝p a j˝z q " z˝pb j˝aj q´z˝pa j˝bj q " 0, for all j. It then follows that }dpzq} ă ε, and the arbitrariness of ε ą 0 implies that dpzq " 0. An alternative proof can be obtained as follows. The hermitian part of A is a real JB˚-triple in the sense employed in [35] and d| Asa : A sa Ñ A sa is a triple derivation. By the Jordan identity, a typical example of a triple derivation on A sa , regarded as a real JB˚-triple, is one given by δpa, bqpxq " Lpa, bqpxq´Lpb, aqpxq " ta, b, xu´tb, a, xu (x P A sa ), where a, b are fixed elements in A sa . Let us pick z P ZpA sa q. It is easy to check that δpa, bqpzq " ta, b, zu´tb, a, zu " pa˝bq˝z`pz˝bq˝a´pa˝zq˝b pb˝aq˝z´pz˝aq˝b`pb˝zq˝a " 2pz˝bq˝a´2pa˝zq˝b " 2pa˝bq˝z´2pb˝aq˝z " 0.
Those triple derivations on a real JB˚-triple which are expressed as finite sums of triple derivation of the form δpa, bq are called inner derivations. Theorem 5 in [35] proves that every triple derivation on a real JB˚-triple can be approximated by inner derivations with respect to the strong operator topology. Therefore, given z P ZpA sa q and ε ą 0 there exist a 1 , . . . ,
The arbitrariness of ε ą 0 assures that dpzq " 0, as desired. Finally for z P ZpAq we have dM z pxq " dpz˝xq " dpzq˝x`z˝dpxq " M z dpxq, for all x P A.
We recall next the definition and basic properties of the strong˚topology for general JBW˚-triples. Let us suppose that ϕ is a norm one functional in the predual, M˚, of a JBW˚-triple M. If z is any norm one element in W with ϕpzq " 1, Proposition 1.2 in [6] proves that the mapping px, yq Þ Ñ ϕ tx, y, zu is a positive sesquilinear form on M, which does not depend on the choice of z. We find in this way prehilbertian seminorms on M given by }x} 2 ϕ :" ϕ tx, x, zu , (x P M ). The strong*-topology of M is the topology generated by the family t}¨} ϕ : ϕ P M˚, }ϕ} " 1u (cf. [7] ). As in the setting of von Neumann algebras, the triple product of every JBW˚-triple is jointly strong˚-continuous on bounded sets (see [54, Theorem] Let us go back to the triple spectrum. For each non-zero element a in a JB˚triple E we set m q paq :" mintλ : λ P Ω a u, where Ω a denotes the triple spectrum of a. We set m q p0q " 0. The mapping m q : E Ñ R0 , a Þ Ñ m q paq has been considered in [38] in the study of the λ-function in the case of JBW˚-triples. One of the consequences of Theorem 3.1 in the just mentioned reference implies that It is now the moment to describe the uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroups of orthogonality preserving operators on a general JB˚-algebra. paq ñ pbq It follows from the assumptions that h s`t " T˚s`tp1q " T˚t pT˚s p1qq " T˚t ph s q " h t˝rt S˚t ph s q " U t h 1 2 t S˚t ph s q, for all s, t P R, where U t stands for the U operator in the JB˚-algebra pA,˝r t ,˚r t q. We can apply (33) and (35) to deduce r t`s " S˚t pr s q, and r˚r t t`s " S˚t pr s q˚r t " S˚t prs q, for all s, t P R.
It follows from the above conclusions that (36) S t : pA,˝r s ,˚r s q Ñ pA,˝r t`s ,˚r t`s q is a (unital and isometric) triple isomorphism, and hence a Jordan˚-isomorphism. We know from Corollary 4.9 that each h t is a positive invertible element in ZpA,˝r t ,˚r t q. Therefore, the mapping M t ht pxq :" h t˝rt x is invertible in BpAq. If we fix an arbitrary a P A, we deduce from the hypotheses that (37) M t`s ht`s S t`s paq " T t`s paq " T t T s paq " M t ht S t M s hs S s paq " M t ht S t ph s˝rs S s paqq " M t ht pS˚t ph s q˝r t`s S t S s paqq, where in the last equality we applied (36) . We focus next on the left-hand-side term in the first row and we expand it to get (38) M t`s ht`s S t`s paq " th t`s , r t`s , S t`s paqu " (by (32)) " th t˝rt S˚t ph s q, r t`s , S t`s paqu " tM t ht S˚t ph s q, r t`s , S t`s paqu " M t ht tS˚t ph s q, r t`s , S t`s paqu " M t ht pS˚t ph s q˝r t`s S t`s paqq, where in the penultimate step we applied Lemma 5.1pbq and the fact that h t belongs to ZpA,˝r t ,˚r t q.
The mapping M t ht is invertible in BpAq, we deduce from (37) and (38) that (39) M t`s S˚t phsq S t`s paq " S˚t ph s q˝r t`s S t`s paq " S˚t ph s q˝r t`s S t S s paq " M t`s S˚t phsq S t S s paq. Since, by (36), S t : pA,˝r s ,˚r s q Ñ pA,˝r t`s ,˚r t`s q is a (unital) Jordan˚isomorphism, and h s is positive, central and invertible in pA,˝r s ,˚r s q, the element S˚t ph s q is positive, central and invertible in pA,˝r t`s ,˚r t`s q, and thus the mapping M t`s S˚t phsq is invertible in BpAq. It follows from (39) that S t`s paq " S t S s paq.
We have therefore shown that tS s : s P R0 u is a one-parameter semigroup of surjective linear isometries (i.e. triple isomorphisms) on A. It only remains to show that it is uniformly continuous. The uniform continuity of the semigroup tT s : s P Ru proves that the mapping t Þ Ñ h s " T˚s p1q is continuous at zero.
For each real s, the element h s is positive, central and invertible in pA,˝r s ,˚r s q, and thus m q ph s q ą 0 for all s P R0 . Since h 0 " 1, we can deduce from (31) the existence of ρ ą 0 and 0 ă θ 1 ď θ 2 in R such that Ω hs Ď rθ 1 , θ 2 s, equivalently θ 1 ď m q ph s q ď θ 2 , for all |s| ă ρ. In particular, for each natural n, the mapping s Þ Ñ h r2n´1s s is continuous at zero. Consequently, por each odd polynomial with zero constant term ppλq, the mapping s Þ Ñ p t ph s q also is continuous at zero (where we employ the triple polynomial calculus). Fix a natural m. By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem the function g m : rθ 1 , θ 2 s Ñ R, g m pλq " λ 1 3 m can be uniformly approximated by an odd polynomial with zero constant term. By combining the previous facts we prove that the mapping s Þ Ñ pg m q t ph s q " h r 1 3 m s s is continuous at zero (for all m P N). Since the sequence pg m q m converges uniformly to the unit element 1 in Crθ 1 , θ 2 s, and 1 t ph s q " rph s q for all |s| ă ρ, it can be easily checked that the mapping s Þ Ñ rph s q " r s is continuous at zero.
We can therefore conclude that the mapping s Þ Ñ Lph s , r s q " M s hs must be continuous at zero, where M s hs is an invertible element in BpAq. Having in mind that S s "`M s hs˘´1 T s (s P R0 ), we deduce that tS s : s P R0 u is uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of surjective linear isometries, which finishes the proof of the first implication.
pbq ñ paq The identity in (32) holds by assumptions, it then follows from (33) that r t`s " S˚t pr s q for all s, t P R. As before, this implies that S t : pA,˝r s ,˚r s q Ñ pA,˝r t`s ,˚r t`s q is a Jordan˚-isomorphism. Fix an arbitrary a P A to compute T t`s paq " h t`s˝rt`s S t`s paq " th t`s , r t`s , S t`s paqu " th t`s , r t`s , S t S s paqu " th t˝rt S˚t ph s q, S˚t pr s q, S t S s paqu " tM t ht S˚t ph s q, S˚t pr s q, S t S s paqu " M t ht tS˚t ph s q, S˚t pr s q, S t S s paqu " M t ht S˚t th s , r s , S s paqu " h t˝rt S˚t ph s˝rs S s paqq " T˚t T˚s paq " T t T s paq, , where in the fourth and sixth equalities we applied (32) and Lemma 5.1pbq with h t P ZpA,˝r t ,˚r t q, respectively. We have proved that tT t : t P R0 u is a oneparameter semigroup of orthogonality preserving operators on A. The uniform continuity of the semigroup can be easily deduced from the corresponding property of the one-parameter semigroup tS t : t P R0 u, the continuity of the mapping t Þ Ñ h t at zero, and the identity T t p¨q " th t , r t , S t p¨qu with the same arguments we gave in the final part of the proof of paq ñ pbq.
As in the case of C˚-algebras, in the above Theorem 5.3 the sets tr t : t P R0 u and th t : t P R0 u need not be one-parameter semigroups for the Jordan product (cf. Remark 3.6). However, assuming that each T t is a symmetric mapping these sets become semigroups for the Jordan product.
Corollary 5.4. Let A be a JB˚-algebra. Suppose tT t : t P R0 u is a family of symmetric orthogonality preserving bounded linear bijections on A with T 0 " Id. For each t ě 0 let h t " T˚t p1q, let r t be the range tripotent of h t in A˚s a and let S t : A Ñ pA˚˚,˝r t ,˚r t q denote the Jordan˚-isomorphism associated with T t given by Corollary 4.9. The following are equivalent: paq tT t : t P R0 u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of orthogonality preserving operators on A; pbq tS t : t P R0 u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of surjective linear isometries (i.e. triple isomorphisms) on A (and hence there exists a triple derivation δ on A such that S t " e tδ for all t P R), the mapping t Þ Ñ h t is continuous at zero, h t , r t P ZpM pAqq and the identities h t`s " h t˝hs , r t`s " r t˝rs , and h t`s " h t˝rt S˚t ph s q " th t , r t , S˚t ph s qu, hold for all s, t P R.
Moreover, if any of the previous equivalent statements holds, then there exist h P ZpM pAqq and a Jordan˚-derivation d on A such that r t˝St " e td , and T t paq " e th˝p r t˝St qpaq " e tpM h`d q paq, for all a P A, t P R.
Proof. We shall only prove the extra affirmations in paq ñ pbq. We begin by observing that the additional hypothesis on T t -i.e. T t symmetric-shows that h t , r t P M pA sa q. Therefore r t is a symmetric unitary in A˚˚, and hence r 2 t " 1. In particular, S t : A Ñ A is a symmetric operator too. Namely, we have shown in the comments before Lemma 4.5 that the mapping M t ht pxq " h t˝rt x is invertible in BpAq. Then, by the symmetry of T t , h t and r t , we get M t ht S t px˚q " h t˝t S t px˚q " T t px˚q " T t pxq˚" ph t˝t S t pxqq" th t , r t , S t pxqu˚" th t , r t , S t pxq˚u " M t ht pS t pxq˚q , and thus S t pxq˚" S t pxq˚for all x P A.
As in the proof of Theorem 5.3paq ñ pbq, the identity h t`s " h t˝rt S˚t ph s q implies that r t`s " S˚t pr s q, for all s, t P R (cf. (33) ).
Since S t : A Ñ pA,˝r t ,˚r t q is a Jordan˚-isomorphism we get r 2 t˝St paq " tr t , r t , S t paqu " S t paq " S t paq˚r t " tr t , S t paq, r t u for all a P A sa , which guarantees that r t and S t paq operator commute for all a P A sa (compare (24)). Having in ming that S t pA sa q " A sa we conclude that r t lies in the center of A. Now, by [16, Corollary 4 .1paq] for each a P A sa we have h 2 t˝Tt paq " tT t paq, h t , h t u " th t , T t paq, h t u, which combined with the surjectivity of T t and (24), it suffices to deduce that h t lies in the center of A.
We shall next show that tr t˝St u tPR is a one-parameter group of Jordan˚isomorphisms on A. Indeed, since r t˝St : A Ñ A is a Jordan˚-isomorphism, r s P ZpA˚˚q and r t`s " S˚t pr s q we get pr t˝St qpr s˝Ss paqq " pr t˝S˚t qpr s q˝pr t˝St qpS s paqq " r 2 t˝p S˚t pr s q˝S t S s paqq " S˚t pr s q˝S t S s paq " r t`s˝St S s paq " pr t`s˝St`s qpaq, for all a P A, which proves the desired statement.
Therefore tpr t˝St q| ZpAq u tPR is a one-parameter group of Jordan˚-isomorphisms on the commutative C˚-algebra ZpAq, and thus Remark 3.3 shows that it must the identity constant group. Finally, since r t , h t P ZpAq we deduce that h t`s " T˚t`sp1q " T˚t T˚s p1q " h t˝rt S˚t ph s q " th t , r t , S˚t ph s qu " h t˝p r t˝S˚t ph s" h t˝hs and consequently r t`s " r t˝rs , for all t, s P R.
We have proved that tr t ; t P Ru and th t ; t P Ru are uniformly continuous semigroups in ZpM pAqq. As in the proof of Corollary 3.5 we can find h P ZpM pAqq such that h t " e th for all t P R. Having in mind that tr t˝St u tPR is a uniformly continuous one-parameter group of Jordan˚-isomorphisms on A, Corollary 3.2 assures the existence of a Jordan˚-derivation d on A such that r t˝St " e td , and thus T t paq " e th˝p r t˝St qpaq " e th˝etd paq " e tpM h`d q paq, for all a P A, t P R, where in the last equality we applied that h P ZpM pAqq and Lemma 5.2.
